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“Set up the formation!” 

Margaret shouted softly as all forces gathered around her. 

The escort team of nearly a hundred people immediately changed their formation and 

formed a charging cone formation. 

Different from ordinary martial arts warriors, the escort team led by Margaret are all 

well-trained and cooperate with each other tacitly. 

Fighting alone, they may not be the opponent of martial arts warriors, but if they rushes 

on the battlefield, they can display extraordinary combat power. 

Especially after forming a formation, it is even more unstoppable. 

Those Jianghu warriors who came up to besiege were violently knocked away by the 

large troops as soon as they approached, unable to stop the charge at all. 

Margaret’s entire team looked like a huge awl, thrusting straight into the crowd and 

approaching the palace gate as quickly as possible. 

Under normal circumstances, Margaret and her party would not have gone so smoothly. 

Fortunately, most of the forces are fighting with the wolves and tigers and have no time 

to care about this. 

Therefore, Margaret’s team charged forward with overwhelming force. 

“Great! You are right to follow them!” 

Lily Zhang hid behind the charging team and looked at the palace gate getting closer 

and closer, feeling happy in her heart. 



I thought I was going to have a fight, but I didn’t expect it to go so well. 

Thanks to the chaos of the situation, she was able to fish in troubled waters. 

“Break the door!” 

After approaching the palace gate, Margaret shouted again. 

Several innate masters immediately stepped forward, activated their true energy, and 

simultaneously struck the palace door with their palms. 

“Bang!” 

There was a loud noise. 

The palace door trembled a few times, shaking off a lot of dirt, revealing its original 

bronze color. 

Simple and mysterious. 

“Huh?” 

Looking at the motionless bronze door, several innate masters couldn’t help but look at 

each other, secretly shocked. 

Their true energy is so strong that their strength weighs tens of thousands of kilograms. 

With one palm of their combined strength, they can’t even break through a door. 

How strong is this door? 

“Come again!” 

Margaret’s expression remained unchanged and her eyes were bright. 

Several innate masters took a deep breath, immediately circulated their whole body’s 

energy, and then exerted force at the same time, slamming their palms on the bronze 

door. 

“Bang!!” 



There was another loud noise. 

The bronze door shook even more violently, and layers of dirt were sprinkled down. 

However, after the shock, the bronze door returned to normal, with no sign of being 

broken open. 

At this time, more warriors have noticed this place. 

Especially Marcus Ring and Thomas Grey found out that Margaret’s people were 

breaking down the door. Their expressions changed, and they immediately gave up 

their internal fighting and led the disciples of Youlong Sect and Flying Sect to kill them in 

a mighty manner. 

They will never allow anyone to grab the treasure faster than themselves. 

“A bunch of trash! Let me do it!” 

Seeing that Margaret’s people couldn’t break the door, Billy Ruso, who was standing 

behind, became a little anxious. 

He strode forward directly, then raised his strength and punched the bronze door 

suddenly. 

“Bang!!” 

There was a loud noise, and the ground shook. 

The bronze door began to tremble violently, and fine cracks began to spread rapidly, 

centered on the impact location, and soon covered the entire door. 

 


